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five grandchildren . . . Ernest and Dominique from
Shawn, and Lake, Michael, and Brooklyn from Michael.
Using the skills developed through his commercial art
education, Miguel worked as a commercial artist for
several years before accepting a job at Mt. San Antonio
College in Walnut, CA. At Mt. SAC, he taught art and
worked in the Publications Department. Around 1996, it
was there that he became hooked as a cachetmaker.
He had stopped by a computer graphics class to see the
latest version of Photoshop, and met Via, who was
working on her latest cachet for the Utah Statehood
stamp. He was so impressed with the artwork she was
using in her cachet that he decided he was going to
produce his own cachets. He soon became a member of
the Ries Chapter and later assumed the responsibilities
of the editor of Ries’ Pieces. The American First Day
Cover Society was so impressed with his cachetmaking
that the organization selected his 2000 Year of the
Dragon cover to be part of the AFDCS Cachetmaker
Series to help raise funds for the society.

Miguel Mendoza
Sept. 15, 1947—August 7, 2007
Miguel was born on September 15, 1947, in Las
Cruces, NM. He spent his first 11 years there, and
enjoyed being a Boy Scout and dancing with one of his
four sisters in a local Folklorico group. Around 1957, he
and his family moved to Santa Fe Springs, CA, and he
attended schools in Norwalk. He served a two-year
hitch in the Army with overseas deployment in Korea,
but not during that conflict. Upon his return home, he
entered the commercial art program at L.A. Trade Tech,
completing his A.A. in two years.

Beside his interest in cachetmaking, Miguel was also
interested in graphic design, commercial printing,
photography, painting, fishing (freshwater and saltwater),
hunting (deer and elk), and gardening.
Family and friends note that Miguel’s greatest
qualities were friendliness, patience, and unselfishness.

Through mutual friends, he met his future wife,
Maggie, in Fantasyland at Disneyland. Two years later,
he proposed marriage to Maggie at that same location.
Miguel and Maggie raised two children, daughter Shawn
and son Michael. Their children have blessed them with

As a husband, father, grandfather, brother, uncle, and
friend, Miguel will live long in our memories.
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so, if you didn’t see it at SESCAL, then you will see it at
our TuberFest in December. While we will have
bragging rights for a while, and will “show off” our award
whenever we like, the real winners are the members of
AFDCS, for they will benefit from the variety of
interesting articles generated by this friendly and
cooperative competition. A number of these articles
have already been published in the last few issues of
FIRST DAYS, and will continue to be published. To the
best of my knowledge, the following Ries Chapter
members submitted one or more articles for the
challenge: Norm Elrod, Bonnie Fuson, Doris Gold, Bob
Lewin, Peter Martin, Foster Miller, John Pollock, Alan
Warren, and yours truly. Just because the competition is
officially over doesn’t mean that you can’t put together
an interesting article for publication. Scholarly articles
are always sought after, but non-scholarly articles are
always welcomed. Writing about favorite and/or unusual
covers in your collection, or your experiences at First
Day ceremonies or other philatelic events are always
enjoyed by many of the FIRST DAYS readers.

By Michael Litvak
With 98% approval of forty-one Ries Chapter
members responding to our chapter request to make a
$1001.00 donation to the American First Day Cover
Society Publication Fund for publication of the December
2007 issue of FIRST DAYS in color, Kathy has sent our
check to Doug Kelsey.
This donation matches the
same donation made by our friendly rival, the Graebner
Chapter. There is great satisfaction in knowing that the
Ries and Graebner chapters can work closely together in
an atmosphere of friendly and cooperative competition.
These two donations guarantee the color issue for
December. In addition to these donations, individual
members of both chapters made personal donations to
the Publication Fund. If you are so inclined, please send
your tax-deductible contribution to Doug with the request
that it be earmarked for the Publication Fund.

Articles are also needed for our own RIES’
PIECES. To generate another supply of articles for our
editors, I conducted another writing assignment at
SESCAL at our chapter meeting on Sunday, October 14,
at 1:00 p.m. Each attendee brought his/her most
recently acquired cover, which was used as the basis of
our writing assignment. You will see the results of this
chapter activity in future RIES’ PIECES.

As you already know, the Ries and Graebner
chapters also “competed” in the FIRST DAYS Chapter
Challenge for producing articles for the journal. The
deadline for submitting articles for this challenge was
June 30. I am pleased to report here that our own Ries
Chapter was declared the winner, with the
announcement being made by AFDCS President, Chris
Lazaroff, at AMERICOVER in August. Chris awarded us
with a special “one-of-one” 3-dimensional “Celebrate”
First Day Cover specially prepared by his wife, Denise.
She creates beautiful cachets under the name of “3DLAZ”.

Our annual Tuber Fest will be held next month
on December 9 at noon at the home of Josh McGee in
San Gabriel. Besides enjoying some great food and
great company, we will conduct our 2nd Annual Tuber
Fest Auction. We need one or more of your quality
covers to make this year’s auction as successful as last
year’s. Please mail your contributions to me a.s.a.p. so
that I may begin putting together the lots.
See you in December . . .

Note: As you know, this is my first attempt at producing
our RIES’ PIECES newsletter. I wish to thank Kathy and
Bonnie for their copy editing, for creating various parts of
our newsletter, and for their encouragement. I also wish
to thank Roy Márquez, my good friend and fellow
teacher, for his computer expertise in assisting us in
putting this newsletter together.

Unfortunately, the 3-D effect is “lost in the translation”,
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Editor’s Corner
Chapter Officers
NEWSLETTER DESIGN MANAGER
PRESIDENT: MICHAEL LITVAK
1866 LOMA VISTA
PASADENA, CA 91104-4005
(626)798-5831
litvaks@earthlink.net

VICE-PRESIDENT: DAVE BENNETT
14418 MIRANDA STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91401-4232
(818)988-0684

It is with mixed emotions that I take
over the position of editor of Ries’ Pieces,
the newsletter of the infamous Southern
California AFDCS “Chapter That Eats!” I
worked with my amigo Miguel Mendoza
since his first issue, February 2000. It has
been a struggle for me since I have not had
any formal training in writing or art. I’m an
X-ray
technician,
medical
assistant,
bookkeeper and notary public.
With the
help of fellow Rieser Bonnie Fuson, a
professional writer and editor, I have been
taking Journalism 101. I look forward to
getting my masters degree sometime soon.

bennettoons@earthlink.net

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY/TREASURER
HOSPITALITY CHAIRPERSON
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: KATHY CLEMENTS
(323)292-5460
curfmeistr@aol.com

NEWSLETTER COPY EDITOR: BONNIE FUSON
3135 OAKCREST DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90068-1855
(323)851-2772
taihai@aol.com

CHAPTER REPRESENTATIVE: RICK WHYTE
2870 TOWNE AVENUE #155
POMONA, CA 91767-2071
(909)624-9975

This club newsletter cannot be a
success without the cooperation and
contributions of members near and far.
Not having a computer isn’t a good excuse
for not sharing your philatelic experiences
with us.

rwhyte@webb.org
WEB SITE:
www.rieschapterafdcs.com
eMail: info@rieschapterafdcs.com

Michael Litvak, Bonnie Fuson and I
cannot do this alone.
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MOST RECENT COVERS LEAD TO
MEMORIES

Grant Hotel. But not to me. The “Grant,” as we always
called it, was built in 1910 by Ulysses Simpson Grant Jr.,
son of the Civil War general and 18th U.S. President.

By Bonnie Fuson
The fertile eBay hunting ground was the source of my
most recent First Day Cover purchase. Actually, there
are two of them, from separate auctions but from the
same seller and delivered in the same package. Both
are FDCs for the 1935 California Pacific Exposition
stamp showing the site of the fair overlooking San Diego
Bay, Coronado and Pt. Loma. Each called up memories
from my past which had nothing to do with either the
stamp or philately.
The first uses a label showing a lion proudly surveying
his bar-less confine in the world-famous San Diego Zoo.

President
Junior
As the cover states, the hotel was “absolutely fire proof,”
since it was built by architect Harrison Albright, one of
the first to use reinforced concrete in his constructions.
(Albright also designed the Organ Pavilion in Balboa
Park for the 1915 Exposition.) Grant Jr. was on the
original committee to build City (now Balboa) Park and
donated the first $100 to develop it. He was also
Chairman of the Board of Directors for the 1915 San
Diego Panama Exposition. The sketch shows radio
towers atop the
hotel. They are
for radio station
KFSD
(now
KOGO) where I
worked as a
news writer and
producer in the
1960s after the
station
had
moved to a
different
location.

The label is from a sheet of 25 produced by the Expo’s
official photographer John Sirigo. The zoo scene is what
sparks my memory. I think of the birthday party I gave in
1962 for my then 4-year-old son Michael on picnic tables
at the zoo. We carried in the baked chicken wings, chips,
pickled carrot and celery sticks and birthday cake. KoolAid in a thermos. Paper cups, paper plates, napkins.
Birthday candles. Plus Mike’s buddy Dougie, who lived
across the street from us, another little boy from the cul
de sac, and Mike’s big and little sisters Vicki and
Yvonne. We fed the kids first and then toured the Zoo.
I’m sure we saw the lions.

But none of that
brought me the
memory
that
came with this
cover. When I was a little girl, during World War II, my
mother was one of the first two women tool makers in
the country. She worked at Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
Company (later known as Convair), riding her car pool to
work every morning along Pacific Highway under the
camouflage netting to the war plant near Lindberg Field.
She usually came home the same way in the evening.
But sometimes she would call me on the phone and say,
“Let’s go to the movies tonight.” That meant taking my
15 cents and riding the bus downtown to meet her. But
where was a safe place an eight or nine-year-old could
wait for her mother to get off work and bus to downtown?
San Diego was a military town then, full of sailors,

The second First Day Cover is (as one fellow Ries
Chapter member said) “just a corner card” for the U.S.
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marines, coast guard, etc. Locker clubs, bars, girly
shows abounded. What was safe? Why, the Grant Hotel,
of course, with its quiet mezzanine overlooking the
formal, marble-floored lobby. I would walk from the bus
stop on E Street over to Broadway and into the Grant.
The mezzanine had big soft overstuffed chairs I could
snuggle into and watch all the rich people in the lobby.
And then Mother would come and off we would go to see
Maria Montez in Cobra Woman or Cornell Wilde in A
Song To Remember.

Tuber Fest
Invitation

Our 17th Annual Yule Tuber winter social event
will be on Sunday, December 9th at NOON at the home
of member Joshua McGee. If you need help with
directions, Josh’s cell phone number is (805)341-2714.
Directions: Your destination is South of the 210
and North of the 10 and 60. Get off at Rosemead
Boulevard. Use Mapquest.com, if you are directionally
challenged.
Food: sodas, egg nog, small mixed green salad with
dressing, red or green Jell-O, lots of black olives (a club
favorite), two kinds of grated cheese, chopped scallions or red
onions, bacon bits, REAL sour cream, real butter, crudités, a
cake and/or a pie, brownies, vanilla ice cream with chocolate
sauce, guacamole, chopped Roma tomatoes, and bread &
butter pickles. The real challenge is for a few folks to bring an
especially delicious and out-of-the-ordinary topping. Maybe
you can make an old family favorite from Grandmas recipe
book. As usual, our hosts will provide the baked potatoes.
The Club will provide all the paper goods.

U.S. Grant Hotel Today
The U.S. Grant Hotel has been on the National Registrar
of Historic Places since 1979 and has just undergone a
$56 million renovation. It advertises itself as “A
Landmark of Luxury.” Current owner is the Sycuan Band
of the Kumeyaay Nation, who also run a big gambling
casino on their reservation in El Cajon. I think the Grant
is still the best place in San Diego to meet somebody.
Just a “corner card” indeed!

Please bring your hot dish in a crock pot if you have
one along with the serving spoon or fork. If you have Salton
Warmers, please bring those too. And extension cords and
power strips.

YULE TUBER AUCTION FUNDRAISER

We will need tables and chairs so we have plenty of
room to display the donated covers for the auction.
Please RSVP to Hospitality Chairperson Kathy
Clements no later than Wednesday, December 5th. You
contact call Kathy at work during the day, (Tues thru Thurs) at
(310)670-6276, or at home in the evenings at (323)292-5460,
or by cell (213)703-7809 or on line at curfmeistr@aol.com.
Please don’t wait until the last minute to RSVP.

Last year the Ries Chapter voted to contribute $300
to the AFDCS Color Publication Fund for the December 1st
issue in exchange for a 3-page color spread in First Days
spotlighting our chapter. We challenged the Graebner Chapter
to do the same. They raised $368! It was slow getting started,
but when Riesers’ first live auction took off, it raised $2,280.
Mark your calendars for Sunday, December 9th for
the 17 Annual Tuber Fest and the 2nd Annual Yule Tuber
Auction Extravaganza. See you in San Gabriel at the home of
Joshua McGee.
th
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Summer Barbeque: By the Minutes

SESCAL: By the Minutes

President Michael Litvak called the meeting to
order July 8, 2007, following the Ries Chapter annual
Summer Barbeque at Fredrick Langford's Pasadena
home.

The SESCAL meeting of the Claude C. Ries
Chapter #48 of the AFDCS was called to order at 1 p.m.
October 14, 2007, at the Radisson Hotel by President
Michael Litvak. Treasurer Kathy Clements gave her
report. The treasury checkbook balance is $4,885.93.
Annual dues will be due at the next meeting at the Yule
Tuber Fest December 9, at Joshua McGee’s San
Gabriel Valley home.

Discussion followed on upcoming events, who
planned to attend and who would contribute to accounts
for our newsletter. Events discussed included the APS
stamp show Aug 9-12 in Portland, OR, the August 17
James Stewart stamp ceremony in Burbank,
AMERICOVER Aug 17-19 in Stamford, CT, the August
31 President Gerald Ford First Day ceremony in Rancho
Mirage and the Mendez vs. Westminster School District
stamp in Santa Ana.

Discussion centered on the upcoming fundraising auction scheduled at the Tuber Fest. Litvak
encouraged donation of covers for the event and
additional material for the Graebner Chapter’s annual
Silent Auction in January….October and November
Birthdays were acknowledged….Clements reported that
so far she has been unable to schedule a date for the
second annual Alexia Scott Cachet Coloring Contest this
year.

Chapter participation at the Oct. 12-14 SESCAL
event at the Radisson Hotel near LAX was discussed.
Several members volunteered to assist at the welcome
table and to take down exhibits at the show's close, if
needed. The next chapter meeting will be at SESCAL on
Sunday at 1 p.m. and dinner will follow at the local
California Pizza Kitchen restaurant.

Bob Lewin gave a status report on the dispersal
of the Claude C. Ries covers. He said “we have doubled
our money” and he hopes to quadruple the chapter’s
investment before the covers are all distributed. He and
Alan Klein are working on the Ries exhibit which they
plan to mount at the next APS show in Riverside.

This year's Yule Tuber party will be held
December 9 at Joshua McGee's home in San Gabriel.
There will be another fund-raising FDC auction to benefit
First Days color printing fund.

Newsletter assignments were made for
AMERICOVER, the James Stewart stamp issue, the
President Gerald Ford First Day of Issue ceremony, and
the Mendez vs. Board of Education stamp ceremony.

First meeting of 2008 is scheduled on Saturday,
Jan. 12 at 1 p.m. at ORCOEXPO at the Embassy Suites
in Anaheim. Dinner will follow the meeting at Buca de
Beppo across the hotel parking lot.

Members
discussed
various
ways
to
memorialize our late Ries’ Pieces editor Mike Mendoza.
Bonnie Fuson moved, and all seconded, making a
Memorial Donation of $500 in his name to the American
First Day Cover Society publication fund. Motion passed
unanimously. Kathy Clements will be our new Ries’
Pieces Editor, Michael Litvak the Newsletter Design
Manager, Georgia Litvak will be in charge of Newsletter
Graphics, and Bonnie Fuson the Copy Editor.

Bob Lewin reported on progress in the disbursal
of the Claude C. Ries covers the club bought at auction
last year at a cost of approximately $1,200. Frosty
Godfrey moved and Joshua McGee seconded that he
continue with his excellent plan. Lewin and Alan Klein
are working on an exhibit of Ries' covers.
Following discussion by Shirley Ulling of whether
or not we should, as a chapter, join the American
Philatelic Society, Bonnie Fuson moved and Via
Villasenor second that we pay the $30 annual dues to
join. The vote to do so was unanimous.

The January meeting will be at ORCOEXPO at
the Embassy Suites in Anaheim on January 12, 2008.
Bonnie Fuson will speak on the covers for the 1935
California Pacific Exposition in San Diego. Dinner will
follow at Buca de Beppo.

The issue of whether we are currently members
of SESCAL was raised. Kathy Clements will investigate
and let us know. She also announced that new or lost
club badges will cost $5 in future.

Bob Lewin gave a fascinating talk on advertising
covers. Litvak adjourned the meeting and conducted a
free drawing of donated FDCs. A no-host dinner at the
California Pizza Kitchen followed.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m. for our
traditional cover drawing and dessert.
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With more than four hours before our flight
departure, Bob and I retreated to one of the airport
restaurants to enjoy a well-deserved lunch and some
relaxing conversation about cover collecting. Around
6:00 p.m. Bob went to the bathroom, but soon returned
to tell me that he just heard an announcement over the
airport public address that the flight to Hartford was
boarding at Gate 21. While he paid the lunch bill, I ran
toward Gate 21, but decided to check the validity of the
P.A. announcement at Gate 14. Sure enough, the flight
was leaving right away, and I was told that there was
room for both of us. When I asked the attendant how
there could be another flight to Hartford beside the 7:45
one, she told me that this was the flight that was
supposed to leave at 3:00 o’clock . . . the same flight
on which we were originally scheduled! The plane
had been sitting at the gate since 3:00 p.m. because of
malfunction problems. “You see, Mike,” Bob said,
“Everything will be fine.”

“AAA” (aka “Another AMERICOVER
Adventure”)
By Michael Litvak
There’s something about my relationship with
AMERICOVER that always seems to create at least one
thing out of the ordinary . . . and this year was no
exception.
After convincing Bob Lewin to attend his second
American First Day Cover Society convention, I booked
our flights in early March. I like to do that because there
are always some excellent rates at that time of the year.
Because we would be arriving during rush hour, I
decided to have us fly into Hartford/Bradley Airport in
Windsor Locks, CT to stay away from the traffic coming
north from JFK and LaGuardia.
My one concern with our flight was that there
was only a 41-minute layover in Cincinnati, where we
changed planes. Bob, the ever-present optimist, kept
impressing me with, “Don’t worry, Mike, everything will
be fine.”

After calling Mark for a third time, he picked us
up right after we arrived at 8:15 p.m. Unfortunately,
when I first booked our flights, I didn’t realize that
Hartford/Bradley Airport is a one-and-a-half hour drive to
Stamford.
We were very thankful to Mark for
transporting us.

Well, as it turned out, we did leave the gate at
LAX at 7:05 a.m. as scheduled. “See, Mike, everything
will be fine.” But, when the plane stopped to be turned in
the right direction for takeoff, it didn’t move after that.
Ten minutes later, the pilot came on the intercom to tell
us we had to return to the gate because of an instrument
malfunction. Bob saw the look on my face and said,
“Don’t worry, Mike, everything will be fine.” I telephoned
Mark Goodson (he was picking us up at Hartford) to
inform him of our situation. An hour later, our flight
finally took off. The pilot informed us that, even though
the normal flight time to Cincinnati is four hours, he felt
that we could get there in three-and-a-half hours.
According to my calculations, we would arrive at 2:55
p.m. at Gate 21, just five minutes before our connecting
flight was scheduled to leave for Hartford. “Don’t worry,
Mike, everything will be fine.”

The next day brought another (mis)adventure.
Bob and I woke up bright and early to eat breakfast in
the hotel café before boarding our bus for the “52 Ways
To See Connecticut” tour. Among the others on the tour
were Ries Chapter members Dave Bennett, John
Pollock, Maury Landry, and Foster Miller.
Our first stop was Stew Leonard’s World’s
Largest Diary Store, where we were treated to an
impressive display of various dairy products, humungous
quantities of quality produce, and a number of
mechanically animated characters designed to make a
trip to the “market” an enjoyable one for the kiddies (and
the adults).
Our next stop took us to the Lockwood Mathews
Mansion Museum for a couple of hours. There, we
toured a most beautiful 62-room Victorian mansion built
in 1868 by banker-railroad tycoon, LeGrand Lockwood.
The mansion was later acquired by the Mathews family
and is presently being restored by the Historical Society
of Norwalk, CT. One of the more interesting features of
the mansion was related to us by our tour guide. If all of
the furniture were removed from the mansion and placed
haphazardly on the grounds, one could easily put back
all of the furnishings in their appropriate rooms, because
the carvings on the furniture exactly matched the carving
in the rooms they were designed for.

We both felt lucky, since we were coming in to
Gate 21, and were getting our connecting flight at Gate
20. With Bob and I exiting the plane first, we ran up the
ramp only to be told that the gate to our connecting flight
was closed, and that we would have to go to Gate 14 to
reschedule our flight. Because I already knew that there
was only one other flight that day going to Hartford
(leaving at 7:45 p.m.), we ran to Gate 14 and were
fortunate that there was room for both of us on that flight.
I called Mark again, and he told us that he would pick us
up at Hartford when we arrived at 9:45 p.m.
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made some new friends near the registration area of the
convention. When the doors to the bourse opened
promptly at 10:00 a.m., I immediately proceeded to visit
a few dealers to look for covers and programs for my
collections, and to seek donations for the journal
auctions (my chocolate-chip cookies in hand).

After our tour of the Lockwood Mathews
Mansion Museum, we enjoyed a tasty seafood lunch at
the Southern Norwalk Seaport Restaurant on the
outdoor deck with a view of the marina. My shrimp
scampi was especially good.
After lunch, we toured the Norwalk Maritime
Aquarium, where I particularly enjoyed the display of
jellyfish. I also had the pleasure of holding onto a
spindly spider crab.

At 11:00 a.m., I attended the First Day ceremony for
the new “Celebrate” stamp in the Pavilion Room. After
the ceremony, I went to the USPS sales table and
purchased a few sheets of the new stamp. Because the
cancellation area wasn’t too busy, I placed stamps on
Bonnie Fuson’s covers, for I had agreed to service her
“Celebrate” covers for her. After giving the covers to the
person doing the cancelling (I trusted her cancelling
expertise, as she worked in the Stamp Fulfillment Center
in Kansas City.), I was momentarily distracted by
someone calling my name. While my attention was
diverted from Bonnie’s covers, the clerk was so
impressed with the combos on the covers (Bonnie used
the Walt Disney stamp in combo with the Celebrate
stamp), she put one of her own new Disney Magic
stamps on one of the covers and cancelled it.

On the way back to Stamford, we toured the
First Presbyterian Church, aptly called the “Fish Church”,
since it was designed in the shape of a fish. We were
given a “map” of the stained glass “belly” of the Fish
Church so that we could decipher all of the biblical
pictures depicted there.
When we arrived at our last stop, St. John’s
Episcopal Church, Foster Miller’s cell phone rang. As he
was conversing, I could tell something was wrong. The
message was that there was a fire at our hotel, and that
the Fire Department was in the process of trying to put it
out. Because the church was only 2-3 blocks from the
hotel, Bob and I and a few others decided to walk back
to the hotel. By the time we arrived, the hotel had been
evacuated, and we could see smoke billowing from the
first floor on the side of the hotel. We were first told that
there was a grease fire in the restaurant kitchen, but that
was revised later to a lint fire in the driers in the laundry
room. My major concern was the three large bags of my
chocolate-chip cookies sitting in my second floor room
located on the same side of the hotel as the fire. I kept
thinking positively (“Don’t worry, Mike, everything will be
fine.”). Gee, I thought, maybe I’ll end up with a new
creation . . . “Smoked Chocolate-Chip Cookies”! After
an hour wait outside, we were told we could sit in the
Pavilion Room located on the other side of the hotel
away from the fire. An hour later, we were informed that
we would be allowed back into our rooms only after the
Health Department determined that the air in the hotel
was safe to breath. By 7:15 that evening, we were
allowed to return to our rooms. Interestingly, while the
smell of smoke was pervasive throughout the hallways,
there was none in any of the rooms . . . and my
chocolate-chip cookies came through in fine shape . . .
and taste.

At that moment, I wasn’t sure if I should put the same
third stamp on all of Bonnie’s covers, but ultimately
decided against it.
I spent the rest of the day attending various
seminars and meetings. The highlight of the day was
attending Bob Lewin’s “Art of Washing Covers” seminar.
As expected, the room was filled with curious people,
anxiously interested in answering the question, “Does he
really wash the covers?” Bob captured their attention,
held it for the entire hour, and elicited many probing and
imaginative questions and comments. Many of the
attendees agreed that Bob should make this
presentation at future AMERICOVER conventions.

Later that same evening, I attended the AFDCS
Executive Committee meeting and participated in
making recommendations to the Board of Directors on a
number of different society issues.

In the evening, Ries Chapter members Bob,
John, Dave, Mark and yours truly sat at the same table
at the President’s Banquet and Awards dinner. After
enjoying a very satisfying buffet meal, we sat back to
hear the results of the Cachetmakers Contest. Our

I woke up early Friday morning, eagerly anticipating
an exciting first day of the convention. After eating
another hearty breakfast, I visited with old friends and
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hands are still burning from all the clapping we gave to
Dave Bennett for all of the awards he earned. We’re
also proud of our other two Ries Chapter award winners,
Doris Gold and Elena Cornejo, for their fine efforts and
deserving awards.

“What’s Doin?”

Saturday is always the busiest day for me at
AMERICOVER. I solicit donations for the AFDCS
auctions, attend seminars and meetings, conduct the
auction for the American Ceremony Program Society,
and solicit more donations from the cachetmakers at the
Cachetmakers Bourse. By the end of the day, my bed is
a most welcome sight.
On Sunday, I had some more time to look for
more material for my collections, and to solicit a few
more donations from the generous dealers. In the
evening, I joined a number of other members in visiting
the Stamford Museum and Nature Center. Once we
arrived, we took a leisurely tour of the Nature Center and
followed it up with a “Connecticut Country Cookout”.
After dinner, we were treated to an educational
presentation about the observatory at the museum.
On Monday, our flight from Hartford was
scheduled to leave at 5:45 p.m. Because neither Bob
nor I wanted to impose on Mark to drive us the one-anda-half hours back to the airport (also, he and Norm Elrod
were leaving early and traveling in the opposite
direction), we arranged transportation with a van shuttle
service. The day before, Peter Martin graciously offered
to drive us to Hartford, if we could get ourselves to his
house in Naugatuck, which was almost halfway between
Stamford and Hartford. So, the van dropped us off at
Peter’s house.
Peter’s wife, Joan, prepared a
scrumptious lunch for us, including crusted chicken
breasts, stuffed mushrooms, macaroni and cheese, and
strawberry cheesecake. It was, without a doubt, the best
meal we ate during our six days in Connecticut.

December 9

NOON
Yule Tuber Fest
Home of Joshua McGee
(805)341-2714 mobile

January 12

1 p.m.
33RD ORCOEXPO
Ries Chapter Meeting
Embassy Suites Hotel
11757 Harbor Boulevard
Garden Grove/Anaheim
5 p.m.
Buca di Beppo Restaurant
Annual Italian Overeating Experience

Welcome New
Members

Contrary to our flights going to Connecticut, our
flights returning to Los Angeles were, thankfully,
uneventful.
I wonder what next year’s AAA will entail . . . . ?

Welcome new members Mel Dick of
Camarillo, CA; Bruce Lenorovitz of Lomita, CA;
Mark Mastrone of San Diego, CA; Thomas
Peluso of West Hempstead, NY; and Herman
Sánchez of Westchester, CA.
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shows a profile of the submarine at surface plowing
through the water with King Neptune trumpeting the
commissioning. The cachet notes that Lt. Commander
W. A. Lent USN was in command and that the
submarine was commissioned at Portsmouth Navy Yard.
On the reverse side of the cover (not shown) is a rubber
stamp noting that Alex Hesse Jr. is the cachet director of
the A.N.C.S. Argonaut, the sponsor of the cover.

USS TRITON
Went Down Fighting
By John Pollock
The Solomon Islands are a chain of islands
located east of New Guinea. Bougainville and
Guadalcanal, familiar names to WW II veterans who
fought there, are part of that chain. Some of the
bloodiest fighting took place in the Solomons for the
Pacific campaign of 1943. It was there that the United
States forces stood firm, stopping the Japanese from
further advances, and it was there also that the tide of
warfare turned to the advantage of the Allies. In the
waters around the islands the United States submarine
force suffered major losses, no fewer than three, and all
from the Brisbane base in Australia. These losses all
happened in a short period of time during
February/March. All designated, “overdue, presumed
lost, cause unknown.” USS Triton (SS 201) was lost on
her sixth patrol under the command of George Kenneth
Mackenzie, Jr. Many analysts and historians contend
that during this period of time, in that particular area,
there were far too many radio communications between
base and submarines that alerted the Japanese to the
submarines whereabouts.

Fig. 2
Figure 2 shows a cover dated December 4,
1940, which was prepared for the deep dive test. The
cover is franked by two 1¢ El Capitan, Yosemite
(California) of the National Parks Year Issue, (Sc 740).
The cover has a USS Triton postmark with slogan,
“FIRST DEEP DIVE TODAY” and is addressed to M. E.
Boller, Columbus, OH. The cachet design shows a
submerged profile of a submarine with creatures of the
deep, and includes King Neptune and mermaid. The
inscription on the cachet states: “This is to certify that
this cover was carried by the U.S. Submarine Triton on
her Deep Dive Test on the date shown by the Postmark
hereon, witness by hand and seal Neptunus Rex, Ruler
of the briny deep.” The cachet designer is R. Buchwald,
and the cover was sponsored by ANCS Argonauts. On
the reverse side of the cover (not shown) is the Alex
Hesse, Jr. stamp marking.

Triton was one of twelve Tambor class design
built in 1940-41 and one of the seven of this class lost in
WW II. Its keel was laid on July 5, 1939, launched on
March 25, 1940, and commissioned on August 15. Its
major features were: length 307 ft., surface displacement
1475 tons, six torpedo tubes on the bow and four on the
stern, one three-inch deck gun, four Fairbanks-Morse
engines and a diving depth of 250 feet.

Fig. 1
Figure 1 shows a cover dated August 15, 1940,
which was prepared for the commissioning of the boat
and franked with a 3¢ Luther Burbank, Scientist of the
Famous American Issue, (Scott 876). The cover has a
USS Triton postmark with slogan: “FIRST DAY IN
COMMISSION” and is addressed to L. N. Shelver, North
Platte, NE. The cachet, designed by Walton/Cooper,

Fig. 3
Figure 3 shows a naval cover dated March 15,
th
2003, prepared for the 60 Anniversary of Triton’s loss.
The cover is franked with a 37¢ Flag, (Sc 3631), and has
a Portsmouth, NH, postmark. The cachet shows a
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more profitable. He sank two ships and engaged with the
enemy more than a dozen times. When all of the
torpedoes were expended, Triton returned to base. The
total duration for that patrol was 52 days, which equates
to a good average time for a Pearl Harbor submarine
patrol. Lent’s reception at base this time was much
warmer. He was congratulated for a successful patrol,
but took some criticism for expending all the torpedoes
for only two sinking. Lent was re-assigned and given the
command of the USS Grenadier.

United States Navy photograph profile of the submarine
together with a brief narrative containing some history of
USS Triton and an “On Eternal Patrol” insignia. The
cover is sponsored by Adm. Byrd Chapter # 11, USCS
and prepared by John Lyding. The reverse side (not
shown) indicates that this cachet is number 49 and the
cover is 26 of 33.
In the latter part of 1941, Triton’s crew was
going through tests and rigorous exercises under the
eyes of Rear Admiral Thomas Withers Jr., the submarine
base commander at Pearl Harbor. He had established
peace-time exercises which simulated real scenarios for
all submarines. The crew of the Triton practiced
vigorously to hone their skills in preparation for an allout-war that could happen anytime. Triton as well as the
other Tambor class submarines was attached to
Squadron Six commanded by Allan McCann, a well
known submariner who earned recognition within the
United States Navy by inventing safety and rescue
equipment for submarines.

On Triton’s third patrol, a very young skipper,
Charles C. Kirkpatrick, had a lot of responsibilities on his
shoulders. In spite of never hving been on a war patrol,
he was given the command of the boat. This patrol took
Triton back to the East China Sea, and it was not long
thereafter Kirkpatrick found action. Encountering a small
Japanese trawler of about 2000 tons he fired a couple of
torpedoes but both missed. He then changed tactics,
taking the sub to surface and ordering the use of the
three-inch deck gun, which did the job efficiently as the
trawler sank in less than half an hour. Historians of the
Pacific War noted that this was the first Japanese vessel
sunk solely by a submarine deck gun. On May 1, a small
Japanese convoy with escort came into view. Triton was
positioned to take advantage and fired torpedoes at two
freighters. One called Taei Maru (2000 tons) was hit
and sank. A larger freighter called Calcutta Maru (5300
tons) came into Triton’s sight, and this too was sunk. A
few nights later Kirkpatrick came upon another convoy
and fired at a ship named Taigen Maru (5000 tons) and
that also went down. Triton was repositioned to fire at
another ship in the convoy when a destroyer escort
came charging after them. Kirkpatrick aborted the attack
and took evasive action by going deep. On May 17,
Kirkpatrick unexpectedly came upon a surfaced
Japanese submarine, the 1600 ton I-64; he fired one
torpedo and sank it. For his first patrol, Kirkpatrick
exceeded all expectations and was recognized as a
stand-out by the sinking. The base command at Pearl
Harbor was extremely pleased with his performance. On
late June 1942, Triton was sent to the Aleutians, this
being Triton’s fourth patrol and Kirkpatrick’s second. It
was a well known fact that operating in Alaska waters
was not an easy task. It was a hazardous and difficult
environment, the weather most of the time was foul and
the navigation charts were not up-to-date. It was also
believed that many Japanese submarines patrolled the
area. On July 4, Kirkpatrick sighted and tailed a
destroyer for many hours to get into position for a
favorable attack. When it was right, he fired two
torpedoes and one hit, blowing the destroyer to pieces.
Part of the time in Alaska waters, Triton was utilized to
provide transportation of US Marines for island hopping.
After a patrol of 60 days Triton returned for an overhaul.
On December 1942, Kirkpatrick took the boat to Wake

On late November 1941, Triton, under the
command of Willis Ashford Lent, was sent on a
simulated war patrol off Wake Island, a US tiny atoll
located in the west-central Pacific Ocean, considered a
strategic outpost for the United States. The US force on
the island consisted of about 450 officers and men,
mostly Marine Corp. When the Triton arrived to take up
position off the island, who would have thought that
within a week or two the Triton and its crew would be
immersed in a conflict with the Japanese, but that’s just
what happened. When the Japanese attacked Pearl
Harbor on December 7, Triton was submerged and Lent
only learned of the attack when he surfaced. On hearing
the news, simulation exercises were abandoned, and
Triton began its first war patrol. Lent became aware also,
that the Japanese had attacked Wake Island, because
he could see several plumes of smoke billowing-up from
the island.
On December 10, Triton encountered a
Japanese naval vessel. However, Lent took a cautionary
sonar approach for attack and fired four torpedoes, all
missed. Next day the Japanese invaded the island, but
the marines repulsed them. Triton was not able to
muster any support for the marines and headed back to
Pearl Harbor. Two weeks later the Japanese returned
with a much larger force and Wake Island capitulated.
When Lent brought Triton back to base, Withers scolded
him for poor performance citing him as too cautious, and
felt that he should have been more aggressive in
supporting the island’s defenses, instead of going deep
and sneaking away. After Triton was given an equipment
check and some refits, Lent took the submarine on its
second patrol to the East China Sea. This patrol proved
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Island to support the U.S. carrier force that was attacking
the island and from there it was directed to the sub base
at Brisbane. On the way Kirkpatrick encountered two
ships and sank them both for a total tonnage of 6500
tons.

Marvel Super Heroes Stamps Debut
at Comic-Con
By John Peterson

On February 1943, Triton, with a new
commander, George Kenneth Mackenzie Jr., sailed from
Brisbane to patrol the Solomon Islands. On March 6,
Mackenzie encountered a fast moving convoy and made
chase, but could not overtake. That same evening, he
came upon another convoy and took action, sinking one
3000 ton freighter and damaging another. On March 11,
Mackenzie reported to base that he was chasing an
escorted convoy. That was the last communication to be
received from him. When the base could not make
further contact it was announced that Triton was
overdue, and presumed lost. It would seem that Triton,
Mackenzie and crew went down fighting.

The United States Postal Service released the
Marvel Comics Super Heroes stamps on July 26, 2007.
Like last year’s DC Comics Super Heroes stamps, this
year’s stamps were released in conjunction with the first
day of Comic-Con, the yearly convention held in San
Diego, CA, to celebrate the popular arts. Comic-Con
2007 was held from July 26-29.
This year’s first day ceremony at Comic-Con
went off better than last year’s event. It started at 10:30
a.m. and was held in a larger room, ensuring that
everyone who had a pass and wanted to attend the
ceremony could. David Failor, the Executive Director of
Stamp Services for the USPS, was the MC for the event.
Postal Governor Mickey D. Barnett was the dedicating
official for the stamps and Dan Buckley, President of
Publishing for Marvel Entertainment, Inc., gave some
brief remarks. Art Director Carl T. Herrman and San
Diego Postmaster Carol Conroy were honored guests.

Reference: Holmes, W. J, Undersea Victory
1991 Pacific Fleet Submarine Memorial
Association Revised May 2000, “ON ETERNAL
PATROL”

Candle-labra
September 2
September 23
October 4
October 7
October 15
October 16
October 23
November 4
November 29
November 30
December 11
December 12
December 19
December 20
December 29
January 17
January 22
January 25
January 30
January 31

Dave Crane
Bruce Lenorovitz
Dave Bennett
Frosty Godfrey
Ron Sobel
Michael Litvak
Frederick Langford
Ken Rothschild
Ron Krisman
Myron Ross
Joshua McGee
Howard Steinberg
Gladys Jones
Alan Warren
Maurice Landry
John Pollock
Shirley Ulling
Frans Geerlings
Randy Fair
Doris Gold

David Failor
After the brief ceremony, there was a short
press conference. Failor noted that the DC Comics
Super Heroes stamps were the 5th best stamp sellers of
all time. Asked what his favorite Marvel Comics stamp
was, Failor responded “Captain America, because I’m a
US Government employee and Captain America
represents the United States.” Herrman briefly discussed
the process of getting the art into a stamp format,
including a politically correct decision to include Spider
Woman and Elektra in the stamps, two lesser-known
female super heroes in a field dominated by males.
Herrman elaborated on how the ten super heroes
depicted in the top half of the sheet correspond with the
comic book covers on the bottom half of the sheet. The
obvious exception is Wolverine, who was not one of the
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original X-Men. A figure who has achieved cult status,
Wolverine made his debut in an issue of The Incredible
Hulk. The issue with the first full story with Wolverine in
it, #181, now retails for $1,300. Not a bad return for a
comic book that first sold for 25¢ in late 1974! Asked
what his favorite stamp was, Hermann hesitated, saying
they were all his favorites, before deciding that Spider
Man was.

year. A lot of stamp collectors who would ordinarily
attend a first day ceremony were turned off by the $25
admission. A few who did buy a one-day pass missed
the ceremony due to the long lines to buy the passes
and get in to the Convention Center. Perhaps any future
stamp ceremonies held at Comic-Con will have a later
start time to take this into account.

CEREMONY
INVITATIONS

Carl T. Herrman
The USPS cancellation table (Thursday only)
and sales booth were busy. One of the more popular
items was the matted art which consisted of a cachet
incorporated into a frame with surrounding art. These
were Comic-Con exclusives.
Customer Relations
Coordinator Eva Sanchez of the San Diego District
explained that there were 10 designs made and 250
pieces made of each. Also on sale were a limited edition
reprint of The Amazing Spider-Man #1 that included a
stamp pane as well postal cards, sets of envelopes with
colored cancels, and ceremony programs. Carl Herrman
made an appearance at the sales booth on Friday,
autographing artwork and talking about the intricacies of
stamp design.

Ries Chapter members interested in attending
local First Day Ceremonies should contact Membership
Secretary Kathy Clements no later than six weeks before
a ceremony you would like to attend. This way your
name can be given to the USPS so you will receive an
invitation in a timely manner. The invitation list will be
updated for each event.

If you hear of ANY ceremonies, first or second
day or otherwise in our local Southern California area,
kindly contact Kathy as soon as you know so others can
make arrangements to participate if they are interested.
If you have computer access, email the information to
the membership at large.

Eva Sánchez
While the first day ceremony went well, you had
to have a Comic-Con pass to get to it. The same went
for the sales booth, which was inside the exhibit hall this
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but not my stuff. Try looking in this man’s envelope.
Maybe my tag is there.” Sure enough, there was my
name tag. And I was sure the other gentleman would
want his meal tickets.

Collector Goes APS!
By Michael Moticha
(Editor’s Note: Following is the account of a Ries
Chapter member attending the American Philatelic
Society Stampshow in Portland, OR, August 8
through 10.)

Hey, that’s John Hotchner. “Good morning, Sir. I’m
Michael Moticha from Apple Valley, CA. I love your
column in Linn’s and I enter your cartoon contest each
month.” (Of course, Mr. Hotchner knew me. I’ve won the
contest before.) We talked for a few minutes and then he
got in line to get his tags. I hoped that his envelope was
correct. I looked around and saw other familiar faces.
Yes, we were off to a great start.

“What do you mean my flight has been delayed an
hour? I cannot get stuck in Ontario. I’m headed to a
stamp show in Portland, Oregon, and have a 30-minute
lay over in San Francisco for a connecting flight. I’ll
never get to my final destination.”

For the next two hours I walked the floor of the show
seeing who was there, where they were located, and
what free items were available. I found Chris Calle at the
APS booth. I signed in, said hello, picked up a free pin,
and checked out what APS was selling as show covers.
Then I headed to the Mystic Stamp Company’s area. I
located Donald Sundman and asked about my
Fleetwood covers. Mystic bought out Fleetwood early in
the year, and I had an order, with funds, that had not
been filled. I received a very business-like answer from
Mr. Sundman, stating that a notification was being sent
out very soon. What a mess! I’ve already received two
such letters.

I was looking forward to this trip. I have family in the
Eugene, OR, area and friends in Seattle. Combining
stamps and loved ones. What could be nicer? The final
leg of my flight finally landed in Portland and I checked in
my hotel. After stowing my luggage, I walked across the
street to the Convention Center. There were people,
dealers and volunteers, coming and going in and out of
the main hall. Security was tight, and not having the
appropriate tags, I just wandered around reading all the
posters and free materials outside in the lobby. The APS
had all their sales frames up and there were five tables
of free literature for the attendees. Lots of goodies to
review. I returned to my room to prepare my schedule
for the (real) first day of the show.

Then I started walking the rows of dealer booths.
There was a very large turnout. I noticed the large
contingent of exhibits and made a note to return and
take the guided tour Sunday. I found a number of
discount dealers who sell bulk, discarded covers and
stamps from a dime to a dollar. A real goldmine. Last but
not least, I found the society booths. I made a note to
check out AFDCS, ASDA, PNC3, The American Topical
Association and APS again.

Thursday
It was beautiful outside. Inside the Convention Center
there were people already lined up (at 9:30 a.m.) to
enter the main hall. It was not a large crowd. I took a
picture of the entrance and the lines.

At noon, the Tiffany 41-cent stamp First Day
ceremony did not have much of a crowd. Maybe 400500 chairs and many were empty. I sat next to the exit
doors so I could get out quickly to get in the signature
line. They gave us the program card as we entered. We
received the stamped cover as we left. The ceremony
was short with not much fanfare. I was able to get a
second FDC program and was tenth in line for
signatures from the dignitaries.
At 2 p.m., the First Day ceremony for the United
Nations Postal Administration World Heritage, South
America stamp was sparsely attended. There were
maybe 150 people in the room. Nothing big. I picked up
a couple of programs for my collection. There was no
signature line.

Early birds on first day of show
“What do you mean someone made a mistake? I
can’t wear this person’s name tag. This is my envelope
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The AFDCS Regional Meeting was only attended by
12 people. Though small, it was interesting and I really
enjoyed myself. I got to meet president Chris Lazaroff,
executive director Doug Kelsey and a few Oregon
collectors. There were also some out-of-state like
(Rieser) Lloyd de Vries and myself. We went around the
room and introduced ourselves. Chris had attended a
USPS meeting (“summit” he called it) in Kansas City and
passed on information on the stamps now known to be
issued in 2008. I was able to note the following from his
presentation: Lunar New Year, Hearts Love stamps,
Betty Davis Legends of Hollywood, Olympic Games,
Nature of America, American Scientists, Minnesota
Statehood, Take Me Out To The Ballgame, American
Journalists, Vintage Black Cinema, Latin Jazz, Disney
Imagination, Tail Fins and Chrome, Yosemite,
Alzheimer’s Awareness, Ray and Charles Eames,
Holiday Nutcrackers, Madonna and Child, Mt. St. Mary’s
University postal card and Flags of Our Nations. Chris
also said he and stamp artist Chris Calle were merging
their cachet design efforts (CCL) to produce covers.
They had asked the children from an orphanage in
South America to draw flowers to make cachets for the
Blooms issue. Chris said all proceeds from the sale of
the covers were being sent to the orphanage. They were
selling the set of ten (FDCs) for $50.

Friday
Inside the Convention Center the crowd was smaller
than yesterday. I went directly to the APS booth and
purchased unserviced show covers from Chris Calle to
prepare First Day Covers with the Blooms issue for my
postal friends back home. When I purchased a roll of
Blooms stamps for the covers I asked the postal clerk if
she had any of the cardboard package covers from the
packs of stamps they had opened. She was not sure
what I meant so I asked to see a new, unopened pack. I
showed her the inside cover sheet and she said, “Oh,
those.” She managed to find me six from both the Tiffany
and Blooms issues by checking other sales counters and
the trash.
The Blooms First Day ceremony was put on by the
APS and the PNC3 (Plate Number Coil Club) society,
not the USPS. (This will be happening to many of the
ceremonies in the future. The USPS is scaling back on
their expenses and allowing other entities to foot the bill.)
The program was well done by those responsible, and
the ceremony cover was very nice. (The APS and PNC3
are going to sell what is left to make back their expenses
for the show.) I sat by the exit again to get in the
signature line. When the program was over, I escaped
and was fifth in line.

Back on the show floor I purchased ten unserviced
Tiffany cachet envelopes at the APS booth to make First
Day/Show covers for myself and my postal employee
friends back home in Apple Valley. (I always get them
something from the stamp shows I go to because they
assist me with my stamp purchases at my local post
office.) After I applied two stamps to most of the covers,
I had them cancelled with both the First Day and the
show cancels at the USPS counter. I took them back to
the APS booth and had Christ Calle sign them since he
had drawn the cachet. I then purchased some cat
stamps for an old high school friend and bought myself a
set of the Beatles commemoratives and some Harry
Potter stamps.

Beautiful Blooms ceremony program
I returned to the show floor to get all the supplies I
needed to do all my FDCs. I purchased the Tiffany
stamps and found some nice postal notes in the USPS
sales area for the Blooms stamps. The notes contain ten
cards picturing each Flower Bloom, ten envelopes and
ten stamps. I bought three sets to (1) place a Flower
Blooms stamp matching the card on each, (2) have each
stamp cancelled by the USPS with the FDOI, (3) place a
Tiffany stamp on each envelope, (4) have each stamp
canceled by the USPS with the FDOI, (5) write a not to
each family member or friend, (6) mail them. I always

Louis Comfort Tiffany FDC
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decision to limit plate numbers on all future coil stamps.
An all-out effort, with the assistance of APS Vice
President Wade Saadi, is being made to swamp Failor’s
office with letters requesting that the decision on the
plate numbers be reversed or at least, reconsidered.
Plans were made to include a form letter in the PNC3
newsletter that everyone could sign and send to Failor.
At the end of the meeting they held a drawing and I won
my second Beautiful Blooms First Day of Issue
ceremony program!

send out some memento of the stamp shows I attend to
my children and grand children just to promote my
interest in the hobby and to let then know where I’ve
traveled. To my friends and business associates I do
likewise hoping to garner some new bodies to the hobby.
I returned to my room for lunch and a busy afternoon of
preparing First Day Covers, writing notes and
addressing envelopes.

Saturday

My next stop was the cachetmakers bourse where
there were only a few tables. Fellow Riesers Foster
Miller, Lloyd de Vries and (a new couple to me) Frans
and Linda Geerlings from Salem, OR, were there. The
Geerlings had beautifully colored cachets for the Blooms
issue but they were out of my budget. I decided to go
digging so I headed off looking for Lunar New Year
stamps and the dealers with the one dollar covers. This
was a natural goldmine. I found two covers dated 1956
with plate blocks of two different SAAR Olympic stamps.

I expected more attendees at the APS General
Meeting. I counted between 150 and 200. The agenda
for the meeting was simple. The out-going board
members spoke about reports and on-going activities.
They introduced 25- and 50-year members and awarded
them their pins.
The new board members were
introduced and sworn in. Some comments were made
but nothing for front line news. The floor was opened to
the general membership and a number voiced their
concerns. The following subjects were raised:
• Why not give free memberships for junior
collectors?
• Members appalled at the $10 increase in annual
dues
• If you give 25/50-year pins to attendees at the
show, why do you charge me the cost of mailing
my pin to me if I can’t attend the meeting to get
my pin?
• Stop the mud slinging by board members.
• Stop “block” voting. Go out national in the hobby
to get interested members to run for office.
• The APS supports stamps being issued by
specific post offices. We are loosing members
over this procedure. Stamps should be issued
throughout the United States.

Cover with SAAR Olympics stamps
By 6 p.m. I had looked through about ten boxes at four
different dealers and it was time to go. I left the area with
two FDCs of semi-postal stamps for the 1964 Olympics
from Japan.

At the end of the meeting I went up and introduced
myself to out-going president Janet Klug, thanking her
for her service and commenting on her Refresher
Course column in Linn’s Stamp News. (I am sending my
grandson copies to keep up his interest in the hobby.)
I went back out on the floor to get all of the First Day
cancellations I needed for family and friends. I found no
line at the USPS counter. There were only three people
working the cancellation counter for the show and they
were never really busy, at least not like shows in the
past.
There were only 15 attendees at the Plate Number
Coil Collectors Club meeting but it was very enjoyable.
A major amount of time was spent discussing the USPS
and Stamp Services Executive Director David Failor’s

Japanese cover with 1964 Olympics stamps
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Ronald McDonald
House

I also acquired three pictorial postcards with Olympic-like
stamps from China, a cover mailed from Los Angeles to
New York franked with the three-cent Olympic runner
stamp dates June 15, 1932; and five Artcraft Olympic
FDCs from 1990. I had a great time and only spent $13!

Sunday
I slept in late this morning, got my rental car and
checked out of the hotel. With my car parked in the hotel
lot for the afternoon, I headed back to the show for some
more “cover diving”. I found a few sports covers for my
grandson and three lunar covers for me. I also found a
large box of cardboard sheets with stamps and stories
on them. Some postal society originally had sold them
for $19 each. Now they are going for fifty cents. Wait a
few years and you can buy them up cheap. I proceeded
to the back of the showroom floor for my final activity of
the day--the much anticipated exhibit tour. I enjoyed the
commentary by the volunteer conducting the tour. I
wonder from where or even how these collectors get all
of the old stuff they put in their exhibits. During the tour I
played a game between myself and the judges. All of the
awards and ribbons had been placed on the winning
exhibits. I had to admit that in most cases I agreed with
the results.

Subject: Pull-tabs for
Ronald McDonald House Charities

Hello Everyone,
I have a big supply of little houses to collect
pull-tabs for the patients and families of Ronald
McDonald House Charity. I have been saving tabs
for six years. Once you get in the habit, it’s very
easy.
The tabs come on sodas and beer, and also
some cat and dog food cans and soup and vegetable
cans. They also come on cans of Ensure nutritional
supplement. Surprisingly, the very large pull-tabs
on tennis ball 3-packs are a source of triple sized
tabs. All pull-tabs are needed for this ongoing
fundraising project.

The show has ended and I don’t know if I got
everything done that I wanted to do. I met old friends
again and made new ones. I learned a few things about
my hobby. All in all, it was a great time. I wish you could
have joined me in the northwest. You would have loved
it, too!

If you are a local Los Angeles Ries Chapter
member, when the little box is full, you just transfer
the tabs to a baggie and let me know. You keep the
little house so you can continue collecting the tabs,
forever and ever.

Letters To The Editor

If you would like to start saving pull-tabs,
just go to your local McDonalds in your town and
ask for one of the little cardboard houses to aid in
reminding you. You can turn in the saved-up tabs
to any McDonald’s franchise manager or owner.

Well, you’ve done it again!! What a wonderful
issue of Ries’ Pieces! I read it from beginning to end.
The photos and scans are great.
Doris Gold

To all of you who already save the tabs for
me, I really appreciate your efforts on behalf of the
children and their families who use the services of
Ronald McDonald Houses all over the country.

Your interview on CBS-TV from Palm Desert
was great! After reading other information about your
hard work to get the stamp issued in the Coachella
Valley, I can better understand your knowledge about
President Ford and the stamp. Great work! Hope to see
the cover in the next issue of Ries’ Pieces.
Norm Elrod

Thanks for all your help,
Kathy Clements
(323) 292-5460, (213)703-7809
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Claude C. Ries Chapter #48
American First Day Cover society
Dues Renewal Coupon
$15.00

Name:_________________________________________________________
(Please print clearly)
Address:_______________________________________________________
City, State & Zip+4_______________________________________________
Telephone: (Home)____________________ (Mobile)_____________________
eMail________________________________Birthday:___________________
Collecting Interest:_______________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Mail to: Membership Secretary Kathy Clements 3976 Olmsted Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90008-2626

DUES PLEASE

WEB SIGHTINGS

Ries Chapter dues are payable in November and
December for the following calendar year. If you haven’t
done so, please send your $15 dues to Kathy Clements right
away. Please make your check out to “RIES CHAPTER #48
AFDCS”.

You
can
visit
our
website
at
http://www.rieschapterafdcs.com. Many thanks to Rick for
designing and maintaining our site. If anyone has any
suggestions for additions to the site, you can contact Rick at
sales@thepostmark.com. Also the National AFDCS website,
www.afdcs.org has a link to our website.

Some newer members will be asked to pay partial
dues so everyone is on the same renewal schedule.
Now that the newsletter is available free over the
Internet on the AFDCS website, some might say, “Why do I
need to pay my dues?” Only dues paying members are
eligible for drawings at club meetings. And, only paid up
members are eligible for our famous Dave Bennett Ries
Chapter Event Covers.

We need new pictures on our website. Please contact
Rick Range and ask him how he wants to receive your club
photos.

The bottom line is, we want you to be a paid up
member of ”The Club That Eats!”
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Bennett’s Ross Goose cover won the Federal or State
Duck Stamp category.

Congratulations to Ries Chapter vice president Dave
Bennett for winning the Cachetmaker of the Year
award from the American First Day Cover Society with
his Wonders of America cachet taking Top Cachet
honors. It also was the winner in Category 4—Hand
painted/Mechanically Reproduced.

His Super Heroes fold-out cover took top honor in the
Esoteric competition.

His Southern Florida Wetlands FDC earned the
honorable mention in that category and was named the
winner in Category 10—Computer or Copier Art in Two
or More Colors.

And, he swept the Event Cover category with his Ries
Summer Barbecue (winner) and Taco Fest (honorable
mention) covers.
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Gold garnered the Winner title for her Judy Garland FDC
in the Miscellaneous Medium category.

Winner of the Original Art Category 5 was Elena Cornejo
with her Judy Garland First Day Cover.

We Need Your Articles & Photos

If you enjoy reading this newsletter, we
need your input. Please share your experience(s),
your knowledge, your stories, your interests, and
your opinions by writing an original article for the
next issue of Ries’ Pieces. We are also happy to
print photos with captions, if you don’t want to write
an article. We welcome all submissions. If you
don’t have a computer, write your article by hand
and send it by snail mail to Michael Litvak, Bonnie
Fuson and Kathy Clements. We will type it up for
you.

Doris Gold took the Honorable Mention award in that
category with her cover for the Katherine Ann Porter
Stamp.

Suggestions for articles:
Your Ugliest Cover(s)
Your Cover Making Process
Pictorial Postmark Pursuits
Cover Mistakes That Got By
First Day Ceremony Reports
Postal Employee Horror Stories
How You Started Making Covers
Web Site Tips & Recommendations
Pleasant Postal Employee Encounters
Lucky Accidents That Made A Cover Better
Next issue of Ries’ Pieces: February 1, 2008
Deadline to submit articles: January 1, 2008
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We Need Your
Photos

Specifications for
Newsletter Articles
Article must be typed on a PC, as a Word document,
preferably the 2003 version.
Article width: Type completely across the page as if
typing a letter. Center the title.

Since we are doing our newsletter on-line,
we can be flexible regarding its length. There are
no space limitations. So, please send us your
candid photos, with captions, from First Day
Ceremonies and other club events. You don’t need
to write a story to go with them, if you don’t want to.
Please email us copies of your most recent First
Day Covers, too. Share them with club members
and get some free publicity. Maybe you will make a
sale or two. We welcome all submissions.

Type style: Arial
Type size: 10
No rules or boxes
Please spell check and proof read and correct for
grammar and punctuation.
Scan all cachet illustrations at 300 dpi and save as a jpeg
file.
Send submissions by email attachments to Kathy,
Michael and Bonnie with instructions for illustration
placement.

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE

If you have photos, please send them as jpeg.
Michael and Georgia will be using Office 2003 Word to
publish the newsletter.
Newsletter schedule:
February 1, 2008
April 1, 2008
June 1, 2008
August 1, 2007
October 1, 2007
December 1, 2008

deadline January 1, 2008
deadline March 1, 2008
deadline May 1, 2008
deadline July 1, 2008
deadline September 1, 2008
deadline November 1, 2008

Have you lost or misplaced any of our “Mendoza
Produced” snail mail issues? Not to worry. We have
some available for sale to members to benefit the
treasury, starting with Issue #103 February 1, 2000.
If you would like any back issues, they are $2.00
each plus one first class stamp per copy. Please make
your checks out to Ries Chapter AFDCS and mail your
requests to our Membership Secretary Kathy Clements.
You can also go to www.afdcs.org and click on
LINKS then ADFCS Chapters, then Claude C. Ries
Chapter #48. From there you can download the most
recent on-line issues in Adobe Reader beginning with
Issue #129 February 1, 2005.
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Another Issue of

Ries’ Pieces
From the

Claude C. Ries Chapter #48
American First Day Cover Society
3976 Olmsted Avenue
Los Angeles, Ca 90008-2626

FIRST CLASS

IF YOUR NEWSLETTER HAS A
BRIGHTLY COLORED MAILING
LABEL, YOUR MEMBERSHIP HAS
EXPIRED AND THIS IS YOUR
LAST ISSUE.
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